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" F lap  angle 

" Nond lmens lona l  distance to flap hinge 

line from the elastic ax~s 

Nond lmens iona l  distance to elasuc axis 

from leading edge 

Plunging  displacement 

Inert ia m pitch and of  the flap 

" Stiffness matrix 

K~ ' Suffness of  pitch, flap and plunge 

spring 

Mass matrix 

Static moment  o f  pitch and flap angle 
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u ( t )  : Control input vector 

V or Vy : Flight speed 

p : Density of fluid 

wc : Gust vertical velocity 

Y : Column vector of plunge, pitch, and flap 

displacement 

[ ] r  : Transpose of a matrix 

1. Introduction 

The next generation of combat aircraft is l ikdy 

to operate in more severe environmental condi- 

tions than in the past. This implies that such an 

aircraft, in addition to gust, will be exposed, 

among others, to blast, fuel explosion, and bomb 

firing.(Marzocca et al., 200l:  Librescu et at., 

2004) Under such conditions, aeroelastic insta- 

bility may happen when an elastic structure is 

moving even below flutter speed region. More- 

over, in some special events, occurring during the 

operational life of the aircraft such as escape 

maneuvers, signifcant decays of the flutter speed 

can occur, with dramatic consequences for the 

further evolution of the aircraft. In this sense, 

robust feedback control methodology should be 

implemented for a stable operation, however, for 

aeroelastic system, due to unmeasurable aero- 

dynamic lag states, proposing a vibration control 

scheme using full state feedback is not viable. In 

this connection, the use of a state estimator is a 

more practical way of developing active control- 

ler for aeroelastic system. All these facts fully 

underline the necessity of the implementation of 

an active control capability enabling one to fulfill 

two basic objectives : a) to enhance the subcritical 

aeroetastic response, in the sense of suppressing 

the wing oscillations in the shortest possible time, 

and b) to extend the {light envelop by suppressing 

the flutter instability and so, contributing to a 

significant increase of the allowable flight speed. 

With this in mind, in this paper the active aero- 

elastic control of a 3-DOE flapped wing system 

exposed to an incompressible flow field will be 

investigated. In this context, an LQG control stra- 

tegy using sliding mode observer will be imple- 

mented, and some of its performances will be put 

into evidence that will be compared with conven- 

tional LQG with Kalman filter 

2. Configuration of the Flapped 
Wing Model 

Figure I presents the typical wing-flap that is 

considered in the present aeroelatlc analysis 

(Scalan, ~95I ; Edwards, 1998)+ The three degrees 

of freedom associated with the airfoil appear 

clearly from Fig.l .  The pitching and plunging 

displacemenls arc restrained by a pair of springs 

attached to the elastic axis (EA) with spring con- 

stants K,, and K~, respectively. The control flap 

is located al lhe trailing edge. A torsional flap 

spring of constant ['~ is also attached at the hinge 

axis ; h denotes the plunge displacement (posilive 

downward),  a, the pitch angle (measured from the 

horizontal at the elastic axis of the airfoil) and 

/9 is the flap deflection (measured from the axis 

created by the airfoil at the control flap hinge). 

I z 
• 

-_ . L..'- I ~ K ~ ,  

i h 

. t, b 1 

Fig. 1 Typicai wing-flap section 

3. Governing Equation of the 
Aeroelastic Model 

In matrix form the aerodast ic  governing 

equations of the 3 DOF flapped wing system call 

be written as:  (Dowell, 1978 ; Edwards, 1998) 

M Y ( t ) + K y ( t ) =  L ( t ) + L b f ( l ) + L ~ u ( t )  (]) 

where L ( l ) ,  L~f(t) and L c u ( l )  represent the 
unsteady aerodynamic loads, blast and control 

loads, respectively. 
In Eq. ( i ) ,  the column vector of plunging/ 

pitching/flapping displacement is defined as 
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while 

y ( t )=[h ( t )  a(t) f l ( t ) ]  r (2) 

m S, S~ 
M= S,, L IB+bcS~ (3) 

[Sp Ip+bcS~ A 

K= g~ (4) 
0//p 

denote the mass, and stiffness matrices, respec- 

tively. 

The corresponding second order aeroelastlc 

governing equation can be cast in a first order 

state-space form as 

x ( t ) - ~ A x ( t )  + B u ( t )  + G w ( t )  (5) 

Here A IS the aerodynamic matrix (Llbrescu et 

al., 2004), which is given in Appendix. The state 

vector is given by 

x ( t )  =[/~/b a ~ h/b a B B, B2 AI A2] T (6) 

where BI B2 A1 A2 denote aerodynamic lag sta- 

tes used to describe the state of  the fluid which 

contain all the hereditary information about 

the aerodynamic system; u( t )  is control input ,  

w (t)  is an external disturbance represented by a 

t ime-dependent external excitation, such as by a 

blast, sonic-boom or step pressure pulse ; G is the 

disturbance-input  matrix, while B is the control 

input matrix that is given by 

B=~7[(M-~[0 0 l i t )  r 0 0 0 0 0 0 ]  r (7) 

The new aerodynamic load vector appearing in 

Eq ( l )  is expressed in terms of its components as 

L(t)=[LT(t) Mr(t) Tr(t)] r 
= [ L ( t )  + L o ( f )  M ( t )  (g) 

+M~c(t) T(t) +T~G(t)] ~ 

where L,  M, and Tdenote ,  respectively, the aero- 

dynamic lift (measurement positive in the upward 

direction), the pitching moment about the one 

quarter chord of  the airfoil (posltlve nose-down) 

and the flap torque applied to the flap hinge 

The second terms in the expression (8) are due 
to the gust In this respect, for the gust loading we 

have (Librescu et a l ,  2004) 

t wc 
Lc(t)=2PWb fo Ac(t a ) ~ d a  (9) 

Mr~(t)=~pV2b2f0 IMp(t-a) we --~- da (i0) 

t ZO 
T,~(t)=)oWb2f. I,G(t--a)~-da (ll) 

where We is the gust vemcal  velocity, while IL~, 
IgG, and Iss are the related impulse functions 

4. Linear Quadratic 
Gaussian Methodology 

While the LQR design provides a robust con- 

troller, this control method Is not practical due 

to the unmeasurable lag states for the present 

aeroelast~c model Furthermore, there are lots of 

chances when some sensors do not happen to 

work m a severe situation Therefore, in general 

not all of the states are measured in this connec- 

tion, observer should be constructed in order to 

estmaate the unmeasured states and the feedback 

control scheme should be maplemented via the 

estimated states In this sense, a set of estimator 

dynamic equation is designed as follows (Shim, 

2004) 

:~(t) = A ~ + B u  (t) + A [ y ( t )  - C : ~ ( t )  ] (12) 

u(t) = F R  (/)  (13) 

where ~ denotes the estimated state and J-', A 

are the control gain matrix and the Kalman fil- 

ter gain matrix, respectively Furthermore, one 

needs to consider the effects of  internal and exter- 

nal disturbances to the system To address these 

issues, an LQG design, which uses noise-corrupt- 

ed outputs for feedback, is used as a controller 

Using LQG method w/th disturbance and sensor 

hinge, the associated equations of motion corre- 

spondmg to Eq (5) is represented m state space 

form as" 

x ( t )  = A x  (t)  + B u  (t)  = G w  (t)  
(14) 

y ( t )  = C x ( t )  + ~ r ( t )  

The plant disturbance w ( t )  and sensor no]se 

l r ( t )  are both assumed to be stationary, zero 
mean, Gauss~an with joint  correlation function 
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w(t) E(I~(t)][w(t) ~(t)l}=[o Ol~(t-r) (15) 

where E { -  } denotes the expected value, ~ deno- 

tes the Kronecker delta, while S and O denote 

the intensmes of the dasturbance and the sensor 

noise For  the present case, Z and (9 are defined 

as posture def/mte, 

~ - -  [Iio• (9-- LI~.,] (16) 

The associated control anput is obtained such that 

the system is stabdlzed and the control minimizes 

the cost functmn 

where 

The optimal feedback gain mamx F and the 

Kalman filter gain matrtx A are obtained from 

F = - R  1BTp, A = - r [ c ~ ' o  -~ (18) 

where P and FI are the positwe defimte solun.ons 

of the following Rlccat~ equations 

Arp+PA-PBR-~Brp+z=0  (19) 

A H + I - I A T - ~ [ C z O - I C I I  + G S G  1--0 (20) 

5. Robust  State  Observer 

Since unmeasured states are not considered in 

the controller and observer design, the2r neglect 

may cause both control spfllover and observa- 

tion splUover Spfllover effects are undesirable 

and may cause system instability (Bolas, 1978) 

and reductmn m performance (Inman, 2000) 

Although the effects of control and observation 

sptllover do not always produce lnstablhty, it is 

desirable to reduce the observation spfllover as to 

remove the potential to generate any lnstabfl~ty 

To this end, we introduce both Kalman filter 

(KF) and shdIng mode observer It is common 

to emmate  the states using a Kalman filter m 

stochastic case This observer prowdes state esn- 

mates from the mput, the output, and the mathe- 

mancal model of the system under cons~deratmn 

It should be noted that the mathematical model 
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is assumed to be exact and disturbances on the 

physical system have been ignored In this con- 

nectton, an estimator sometimes may be danger- 

ous, and it is desirable for the estimator to possess 

robustness In this sense, sliding mode observer 

(SMO) is introduced and reduces the effect of 

observauon spfllover from the unmeasured states, 

which is known to have the robustness property 

and disturbance decouph.ng property In this 

sense, a shdmg mode observer is designed to 

prowde estimates of  state (Edwards, 1998) The 

shdmg mode observer has the form (Na, 2004) 

: ~ - A ~ + B u ( t )  + A ( y ( t ) - C s  + T v ( t )  (21) 

where ~(r represents a dlsconanuous switching 

component defined as (Edwards, 1998) 

T e  
v ( t )  = --P~Te~-e~ e :#0  (22) 

0 e = O  

The mamx T is a posture definite symmetric 

matrix, and A o = A - A C  satisfies 

TAo + AorT = - Q  (23) 

for some posmve definite design matrix Q, and p 

IS a posture  scalar function 

The objective is to reduce a shdmg morion m 

the error space 

So={ e C R "  C e = 0 }  (24) 

that consequently drives the error e = ~ - - x  to 

zero m finite time despite the presence of the 

uneertamnes in modehng and d~sturbances The 

error dynamics become 

e = A 0 e + T v  Gw (25) 

Note that external excitation appear as distur- 

bances m the error dynamics W~th the given form 

of addltaonal discontinuous input v, the shdmg 

mode observer can estimate the states of the sys- 

tem For  the stability of observation error dyna- 

mics considering external excttatmns, using the 

Lyapunov stability theory, ~t can be shown that 

the error dynamics Eq (25) are asymptotmally 

stable 

6. Discuss ion  of  Resul t s  

The considered geometrical and physical char- 
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Table 1 Geometrical Parameters of Wing Model 

parameter value 

b =0.3048 (m) 

x ~ - -  0.3 
K, =0.2 • 1002/~ 
K~-O.2 x 30021~ 

Kh--0.2 • 502 m 

O-- 1.225 (kg/m a) 

parameter =value 

c = l . 0  
m =  128.7 (ks/m) 

l~ =0.25 • 26.9 (kg-m2/m) 
Ip=0.25 ?< 0.6727 (kg-mZ/m) 

S~--0.3 x8.946 (kg) 

Sa--0.3• (ks) 

acteristics of  the 3 DOF wing flap system are 

identical to the ones in the work by Shim (2004). 

The geometrical and physical characteristics of 

the 3 DOF flapped wing system to be used in the 

present numerical simulations are presented in 

Table 1. The flutter speed for this model is VF-- 

139.3 m/see. In order to validate the result present 

in this paper a comparison is done using the para- 

meters shown in Olds (1997) and York (1980), 

for which the calculated flutter speed is VF = 

271.3 m/sec. The critical value of the flutter speed 

is obtained herein via the solution of both the 

complex eigenvalue problem and from the sub- 

critical aeroelastic response analysis and an ex- 

cellent agreement with Olds (1997) and York 

(1980) is reached. As remarked in Djayapertapa 

(2002), from mathematical point of view, it can 

be assumed that, instead of moving the flap with 

a required deflection, an equivalent control hinge 

moment can be incorporated into the open- loop 

aeroelastic governing equation (5). This is analy- 

tically valid since this external moment acts on 

the flap-hinge and affects only /~ DOF. The fol- 

lowing numerical simulations are based on initi- 

al conditions 1~=0.01 and 0:--0.1 rad with flight 

speed IY~. = 131 m/sec. 

6.1 The p e r f o r m a n c e  o f  observer  in t erms  of 

number  o f  s t a t e s  ava i lab le  

In general, all of the states are not available 

online due to either initial configuration or maJ- 

fimctions. 
We can consider the ease which it is possible 

to measure only both velocity and displacement 

of h and ~ as a function of time. The associated 

output equation is given by 

Fig. 2 

Time(s) 

Performance of estimation of plunging state 
based on pitching measurement via KF 

i oooooooo l 
y ( t ) = C x ( t )  C = l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  (26) 

' 0 0  1 0 0 0 0 0  

t.0 0 0 0  I 0 0 0 0 0  

We may also invoke more terrible situations 

where it is possible to measure only plunging 

displacement h, which can be represented by out- 

put equation 

y ( t )  ~--Cx(t),  C = [ 0  0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 01 (27) 

The other one is the case to measure only pitching 

displacement ~, which can be given by 

y ( t ) = C x ( t ) , C = [ 0 0 0 0  I 0 0 0 0 0 ]  (28) 

The. following figures are represented by error 

e= :~  x, which is the difference between actual 

state and estimated state. 

Figure 2 displays the performance of estima- 

tion of plunging state using Kalman filter, which 

is based on pitching measurement. The result 
shows after far more than 10 seconds the Kalman 

filter can accurately recover the nondimensional 

state h ( = h / b ) .  Figure 3 represents the Katman 

filter's performance of estimation of  pitching state 

using measurement of plunging displacement. 
Finally, the stable estimation is reached, which 

takes more than twice of the case of Fig. 2. Figure 

4 is pitching state error based on four state mea- 

surements such as /~, & /~, a. As expected, per- 

formance of recovering estimation of state is 
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I ~ I_ . 

Fig. 3 Performance of estimation of pitching state Fig, 5 

based on pluugmg measuremem via KF 

Performance of estima:ion of pi~ching state 

based Oll plunging measurement ",ia SMO 

~ ' b  

Fig, 4 

"T*im e{si 

Performance of eslimation of pitching sta~e 

based on both plunging and pitching mea- 

surement~ via KF 

excellent compared to the one based on only one 

measurement of pltmging displacement, which is 

the case of Fig. 3. 

6 2  Performance of observers using one 

measurement 
As mentioned before, many harsh situations 

may occur when only one state is awtilable due 

to sensor failure. However,  the observer should 

estimate the other states with one measurement so 

that the system is to survive, and the feedback 

control scheme should be implemented via the 

estimated states, in this connection,  the sliding 

mode observer is introduced and performances 

will be put into evidence that will be compared 

with convent ional  Kalman filter. 

Figure 5 represents the performance of estima- 

tion of pitching state using sliding mode obser- 

ver, which is based on plunging measurement. 

The result shows that sliding mode observer 

successfully recover the nondimensional  state /~ 

( - h / b )  in several seconds. The performance of  

sliding mode observer is excellent compared to 

the one of Kalman fil~er (Fig. 3) in severe condi- 

tions using only one measurement. The other case 

of  estimatiol~ of  plunging state based on pitching 

measurement is not shown here. The performance 

of  stable estimation of plunging state is similar as 

the one before. 

6.3 Performance of observers subjected to 

model uncertainty 

The robustness of  the observers and the per- 

formance of  the state estimation were tested by 

changi~g mass of the mathematical  model  on 

which the observers are based, which may simu- 

late the robusmess of observers subjected to mo- 

del uncertainty 

Figure 6(a) and (b) show the state estimation 

as a function of time with Kalman filter designed 

based on an incorrect mathematical  model. Fig~ 

ure 6(a) displays 1he pitching state error based on 

plunging measurement, while Fig. 6(b) depicts 

the plunging statc error based on pitching mea- 

surement, With the incorrect model,  the Kahnan 
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O "  

b 

0~30 

, 0 "  
,I 8 12 16 20  0 5 1~ l i~ 

T i m  e ( S )  Tim e ( s )  

(a) (a) 

........................................... 1 ............................................ L .................. I ............................................... 1 I~ 

Time(s} 
(b) 

Performance of estimation of state based on Fig. 7 

only one measurement via KF with 10% mass 

reduction 

:~ I~'(e ~> ?o 
l i r a  s ]  

(b) 
Performance of estimation of state based on 

only one measurement via SMO with 10% 

mass reduction 

filter produced a stable estimation in far more 

than 20 sec (the case of  (a ) ) ,  and 10 sec (the case 

of  (b ) ) ,  respectively. Compared  with the results 

Fig.2 and Fig. 3 obtained by correct  model,  it 

would  take a longer time for a stable est imation 

with incorrect model  than the one with correct 

one. In  a certain sense, Kalman filter fails as ob- 

server in mission with restricted sensor measure- 

ment. 

F igure  7 (a) and (b) depict the state est imation 

error as a function of  time with sliding mode 

observer designed based on an incorrect  mathe- 

matical model.  F igue 7(a) displays the pi tching 

state est imation based on plunging measurement,  

t ion based on pitching measurement.  Even with 

the incorrect model,  the sliding mode observer 

produced a stable estimation, which implies ro- 

bustness o f  observer subjected to model  uncer- 

tainty and also proves excellence os state estima- 

t ion compared to convent ional  Ka lman  filter. 

7, Conclusions 

The present research investigates the perform- 

ance o f  a sliding mode observer for state estima- 

tion in an aeroelastie system. Performance com- 

parisons are made with the convent ional  Ka lman  

filter, We also examined the performance of  ob- 

CopynglS{While F'g(~)2~ t L nlU  / & stat dstimala 0., Ltd.server based on on ly  one sensor measurement .  
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The shdlng mode observer recovets the state 

more rapidly than the Kalman filter does In 

addmon, robust performance of stable state esu 
mauon in the presence of uncertainties is achmved 
using shdmg mode observer Since performance 

of feedback control system definitely depends on 

the estimaUon quahty, sausfactory state esnma 

taon and robust performance of the shdlng mode 

observer were demonstrated for aeroelastlc sys- 

tem 
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Appendix 

Aerodynamic mamx A is given as follows 

JAn A12 AI~] 
A--/Aa~ Aa2 Az~] 

LAsI A32 A~ 

where 

An = - [M+  7rpb~Z~] ~zpb2Z~ 

A~2= - [M + zpb2Z~] 1 (K+ 7cpb2Zs) 

A13-  - VM + zpb2ZtJ -lzpb2Z4 
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a3a= 

[ [R, Ra Ra]A,,+ [0 R4 Rs] ] 
Aa~ ] [R1 Rz Ra]Au+[0 R4 Rs] | 

=|[Ro R, R,]A,,+ [o R, R,oI| 
[[R6 R, Rs]An+[0 R, R,o]J 

-•----ZV o o 

0 ..-A V o o 
b 

o o -~v_v o b 

0 0 0 --,~fl~ 

0 [RL R'a R3]AI, 

JR, R~ Ra]Ala 
+ 

[R6 R7 Rs]A,a 

JR6 R7 R,]A,, 

I -b 1 
b - ba ~-~ 04 

Z~= - ab 2 bz( l + a 2) ~ 0, 

t b b ~ b 2 

2V 2V(t-a) V(r ~02) 

Zz T M  -g(2a+L) -aVb(l-2a) 2V~ [r (2a+l) ~2 

[ V b s V b r  

0 b V ~ 7b- r 1 
Z3= - W(2a+l)  x--[ q~-- (2a+ 1) gh] 

I 2 Vot~ 2 Vaz 0 0 ] 
b b 

1 Z4 = 0 0 0 0 

Vo:I Va2 
0 0 - b b 

Hereto, R, and ~, are hsted In Chung (2003) 
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